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 You’re Talking!

Ever felt anxious at the thought of  leading a feedback conversation?

Ever had to tell someone they’re not getting that raise or promotion? 

Ever wanted but never dared to flag up a personal hygiene issue? 

Not knowing how to hold tough conversations can undermine your 
confidence. Worse still, it can short-circuit your career. 

Based on the author’s 30 years of  experience, Now You’re Talking! 
shows you how to:
● Navigate each of the Big 5 conversations using step-by-step guidance
● Handle difficult discussions with confidence
● Choose the words that work, with over 300 example phrases
● Avoid common mistakes that lie in wait
● Build a productive and enjoyable working environment

Former global director of  learning at KPMG and Royal Navy veteran, 
Anna Wildman has worked with thousands of  leaders across more 
than 40 countries. Drawing on those experiences, she has pulled 
together all the most challenging conversations you’re likely to face in 
the workplace and expertly guides you though how to conduct them 
without dread or worry, including how to use the CEDAR feedback 
model, now used worldwide. The result is a refreshingly down-to-earth 
yet comprehensive book that will transform all conversations with  
your staff.

“Do you need a clear, evidence-based, well-written book by a seasoned 
practitioner to help you be a better manager? Look no further than Now 
You’re Talking! Practical, engaging, and above all helpful, it’s packed with 
good ideas and tips to ensure you are a better communicator.” Professor 
Adrian Furnham, Norwegian Business School, named one of  HR 
Magazine’s most influential people in HR
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“If you ever struggle with what to say in those important workplace 
conversations, help has arrived! This work lays out not only 
suggestions of what to say and how to say it in a wide variety of 
realistic scenarios, but also why the words you choose matter, and 
some of the behaviors you might expect in response. It will save you 
countless hours and considerable anxiety, whilst giving you assurance 
that your conversations will be meaningful, helpful, and productive.”
Richard Hadden, employee engagement specialist and co-author of 
Contented Cows Still Give Better Milk.

“If you’re a manager or a leader, you’re simply not going to 
be effective unless you proactively engage in those must-have 
conversations with those you lead. Now You’re Talking! is like having 
a conversational mentor, coaching you with great questions and 
giving you easy to apply advice on a range of crucial yet challenging 
conversations.”
Alec Grimsley, author of Vital Conversations: Making the impossible 
conversation possible.

“Straightforward and helpful guidance on topics we should all be 
experts in by now and yet we’re not! This book is a must-have guide 
for every HR Business Partner, both for their own conversations and 
the managers they support.”
James Turner, Senior HR Business Partner, Nationwide Building Society.

“Do you need a clear, evidence-based, well-written book by a 
seasoned practitioner to help you be a better manager? If you do you 
need look no further than Now You’re Talking! This book is a model of 
how to write a practical, engaging and above all helpful book to guide 
people in the art of conversation. It is packed with good ideas and 
tips to ensure you are a better communicator.”
Professor Adrian Furnham, Norwegian Business School, named one of HR 
Magazine’s most influential people in HR.
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Why positive feedback matters
“Horses… have always understood a great deal more than they let on. 

It is difficult to be sat on all day, every day, by some other creature,  
without forming an opinion about them. On the other hand,  

it is perfectly possible to sit all day, every day, on top of  another  
creature and not have the slightest thought about them whatsoever.”

— Douglas Adams, Dirk Gently’s Holistic Detective Agency

We live and breathe feedback every day. We comment on each oth-
er’s posts. We put attention into building a “trusted seller” status for 
online trading. We’re giving feedback even when we’re weighing up 
how much gratuity to leave in a restaurant. At work, we critique each 
other’s efforts, collect recommendations on LinkedIn, and look to 
increase the number of  five-star customer reviews we receive. En-
dorsements like these are now so valuable that they have become a 
powerful commodity in their own right. Fashion models are hired as 
much for their Instagram figures as their physical ones, and publish-
ers are as interested in an author’s social media reach as the quality 
of  the book they propose. Even a hotel bellhop will sometimes ask 
for an online recommendation instead of  a tip so they can boost their 
professional standing.

Social media is driving many of  these changes, not just in how 
much feedback we have in our lives but also our expectations about 
what that feedback looks like. Increasingly, we assume it will be 
fast: comments within hours, sometimes seconds. We look for it to 
be two-way: Airbnb rates guests as well as hosts, Uber taxi drivers 
receive reviews but also rate passengers’ “rideability.” We also look 
for it to be concise: lengthy post-mortems often become a casualty 
of  too-long-didn’t-read. We also aim for a fair number of  “likes” for 
our efforts.

These changes aren’t down to social media alone. The ever- 
increasing amount of  research being conducted into the way our 
brains respond at work is also having a powerful impact. We’re learn-
ing, for example, that too much feedback can be overwhelming, and 

How feedback has changed
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that it’s important to focus on one or two targets at a time. We’re also 
increasing our understanding of  how to reduce unconscious bias by 
making sure that feedback comes from a range of  sources rather than 
just one person. These expectations are having a direct impact in the 
workplace. 

Here are a few of  the most important transformations that are 
taking place:

What happened in  
the past

What’s expected now

Formal and structured >> Informal and dynamic

All skills assessed equally >> Focuses on what matters most

Backward looking >> Forward looking

Single source >> From a range of  key stakeholders

Led mainly by the giver >> Led mainly by the receiver

One-way >> Two-way

Among the many insights, we're also learning why positive feedback 
is so vital. This is because positive feedback:
● Shows people where they add the greatest value, encouraging them

to repeat successful actions
● Gives people a sense of progress, especially when they’re learning

new things
● Builds working relationships, especially the one between you and

your team member
● Helps people to see patterns in their strengths, potentially guiding

their career choices
● Generates a more confident working climate, because when people

are sure about their strengths, they aren’t afraid to confront their
weaknesses

● Supports innovation by fostering an open exchange of  views
● Guides people through change, helping them to adapt quickly

Why it’s valuable to explore strengths

Table 7.1
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WHY positive feedback matters

It’s easy to see why talking about strengths hasn’t always been a prior-
ity in the past, however. It’s natural to put most attention on closing 
gaps. But as almost every manager has experienced, this means we 
end up spending by far the largest amount of  our time and energy on 
“issues” and very little time on what’s going well. The question we 
need to ask ourselves is whether closing gaps is where the majority 
of  our attention is best invested? Does it bring about the biggest shift 
in results?

The answer is almost certainly not. 

To understand why that is, we need to turn to Marcus Buckingham, 
a specialist in what helps people to flourish at work. He advises that 
to help your team stand out, to be the most they can be, spending the 
bulk of  your time addressing poor performance is not the route. This 
is because “good” is not the opposite of  “bad.” By correcting “bad,” 
what you get instead is “not bad.” For example, if  we’re sick, we take 
medicine. But taking large amounts of  medicine doesn’t help us to 
become super-healthy. For that, we need other components such as 
a balanced diet, exercise, sleep, and mental wellbeing. In the same 
way, studying divorce doesn’t reveal the secrets of  a happy marriage; 
the route to wedded bliss has its own configuration. In the same way, 
focusing on failings at work can help someone to be less ineffective, 

but it doesn’t help them to flourish. It only helps to 
reduce those weaknesses. 

The path to success—thriving, not just surviv-
ing—is built on understanding and then capitalizing 
on what the person does well. This doesn’t mean 
turning a blind eye to areas that need improvement, 

as we’ll explore in the next chapter. If  any of  your team members 
have important shortcomings that they should work on, these will 
still need to be discussed. It also doesn’t mean giving praise when it’s 
not deserved. But what it does mean is that when you focus most on 
what a person can’t do instead of  what they can, you miss the oppor-
tunity to get the best out of  them. It’s strengths that are your biggest 
differentiator. 

“Don’t miss the opportunity 
to get the best out of  
someone by focusing most 
on what they can’t do 
instead of  what they can.”
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What creates a great feedback culture
All these benefits are crucial, but there’s a problem. Unless people gen-
erally see feedback as a force for good—whether positive or develop-

mental—they’re unlikely to seek it out, and so might 
never understand where their strengths lie. This is 
partly because asking others for their comments takes 
a fair amount of  effort. Asking about strengths in par-
ticular can also seem self-congratulatory, as if  they’re 
looking for a pat on the back. Even more important-
ly, when people do ask—or when feedback is readily 
offered—it usually means receiving bad news, some-
thing that will take energy and attention to change. 
People understandably think that work is demanding 
enough as it is without this.

To help people welcome feedback, there are a few essentials that 
need to be in place. Feedback needs to: 
 – Be seen as an indispensable working practice, a vital tool for every-

one
 – Cover what’s going well in addition to what’s not going well
 – Be both given and received in the most productive way 
These dynamics are too important to be left to chance. Because 

feedback exchanges are with colleagues as much as with you, the 
manager, establishing a few team guidelines for how to both give and 
receive feedback effectively can make all the difference. Start with 
your whole team if  you have one, and then explore what works with 
each person.

The most effective way to set up a strong team feedback culture is to 
let your people define this for themselves. That way, the group won’t 
just have a set of  principles to work by, they’ll own them. Your role in 
the conversation will be to facilitate rather than contribute directly, 
except to highlight any issues that may have been missed. The whole 
discussion will probably take less than an hour, but it’s likely to be one 
of  the best investments in the team dynamic that you’ll ever make. 

“Would you like 
some feedback?”

A strong feedback culture at team level
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WHAT creates a great feedback culture

To introduce a team meeting about setting up a robust feedback culture, 
say something like:
“Feedback is essential to our success. This isn’t just good for us as a team, it 
also helps us individually.

This is an opportunity to decide what standards we want to set for 
ourselves. Let’s make the feedback we are going to give and receive as helpful 
and constructive as possible.

These standards need to lay down the approaches we want and need, and 
rule out those we don’t.”

● Don’t ignore any “elephants in the room” During the conversation,
it’s important you raise any difficult and unspoken issues so that
the final list of  team standards is complete, candid, and robust.
For example, someone may be thinking, “This is all very well, but
whenever I start talking other people always interrupt,” or “No one ever
says thank you around here.” If  there are sensitive issues that need
addressing, a good question to ask is, “Which feedback habit do we
have that it would be good to change?”

● Be ready for any skeptics In case you have any doubters about the
value of  the discussion as a whole, a great way to pre-empt their
concern is to have a few examples of  teams that use standards
to propel them to success. One of  these could be the mighty All
Blacks New Zealand rugby team, where not giving feedback is
seen as not contributing to the team’s success. Win, lose, or draw,
feedback is sought and received as a way of  improving the team
performance. Another example that might be helpful—especially
for technical teams who may be less comfortable talking about in-
terpersonal behaviors—is the lessons learned from the Challenger
space shuttle and Hubble space telescope, which make a powerful
case study about the need for team cohesion (see suggested fur-
ther reading at the end of  the chapter).

● Decide on a set of standards What your team chooses will be in-
fluenced to some extent by your cultural, organizational, and even
departmental norms. As teams are increasingly virtual and spread
across the globe, understanding cultural influences in particular
can reduce the potential for misunderstandings. To give a few ex-
amples:
– What does being “open” mean? A British or Thai manager is likely
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to frame feedback as a suggestion, while German and Dutch 
feedback is usually more direct.

– How much recognition/critique do we expect? In America, if  you
don’t hear from your manager, you’re likely to think, “I feel ig-
nored.” In Japan, if  you don’t hear from your manager, you’re
likely to think, “I’m doing well.”

– What does “timely” mean? If  you have a team member in Saudi
Arabia, the Philippines, or India, they may have a more relaxed
approach to meeting deadlines than, say, another team member
in Canada, the US, or Switzerland, where schedules are closely
or strictly adhered to.

– How much emotion is the norm? The Swedish approach is more
measured, and “bra jobbat” or “good work” can equally mean,
“That was amazing,” or “I’m sure you’ll do better next time.”
Latin Americans, on the other hand, are more expressive, and
sending an email signed “Un abrazo,” a hug, is a common practice 
in their professional communication.

These are broad generalizations, of  course, and just the tip of  the 
iceberg. Individual personalities also play a large part. However, if  
your team includes two or more nationalities, exploring those differ-
ences openly can often lead to more than a few enlightening “Aha!” 
moments.

● Make the vision a reality Whatever standards your team choose,
capture them in black and white and make sure everyone has a
copy. Even if  it ends up in their “miscellaneous” folder, putting
the standards in writing formalizes their existence. A US citizen
doesn’t need to carry around the Bill of  Rights to know there are
constitutional standards in place.

The next step is to bring them to life. There are two great ways 
you can help to do this:
– Model the behaviors yourself Of  course, if  you don’t lead by ex-

ample, you can’t expect others to conform. For example, you
could build on suggestions from others, or take more time to
explain the “why” behind decisions. Best of  all, you could ask
for feedback about yourself: “What can I do differently that would
help?”

– Use “nudges” A great way to embed the standards is to use
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WHAT creates a great feedback culture

Examples of team feedback standards

Receiving feedback Giving feedback

Being open to influence and 
actively asking others how 

I’m doing

Recognizing and celebrating the 
success of  others

Looking at things from other 
people’s point of  view

Building collaboratively on other 
people’s experience and opinions

Taking responsibility if  
something isn’t working

Responding positively to  
requests for feedback

Welcoming recognition as a way 
of  helping me to understand my 

strengths

Providing useful information to help 
people build their performance

Tackling challenges with 
optimism and bouncing back 

from failure

Committing to a team decision once 
made, even though it may not be my 
decision

Asking for help when I need it Framing my suggestions 
constructively

Seeing smart mistakes as “good 
tries” and opportunities to learn

Staying focused on what matters 
most

Valuing other people’s opinions, 
even if  I don’t agree with them

Exploring feedback in a timely and 
considerate way

what’s called “nudge theory.” This is where people are given 
small prompts or nudges to encourage them to use the stand-
ards they’ve set. It may sound like a warm and fuzzy concept, 
but the theory that underpins it won Professor Richard Thaler a 
Nobel Prize in 2017. Based on behavioral science, it’s been shown 
that small actions can help people make better choices, the most 
famous example being the small housefly that was painted on 
the urinals at Amsterdam’s Schiphol airport. Recognizing that 
having a target would encourage “aim” and hopefully reduce 
spillage, an image of  a fly was strategically positioned on the 
inside of  the bowl. It worked. 

Table 7.2
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Less entertainingly but just as effectively, giving small nudges 
to guide your team in their hundreds if  not thousands of  dai-
ly interactions can have a huge overall impact. For example, to 
prompt the use of  three of  the standards in the table below:
 – Before you begin a meeting in which emotions are likely to 

get heated, you might say, “OK, this is a topic that we all feel 
strongly about. Which two or three of  our standards do we want to 
make sure we keep in mind as we discuss it?” (This nudges “Valu-
ing other people’s opinions, even if  I don’t agree with them.”)

 – In that same meeting, you could ask people to summarize an 
opposing team member’s perspective. (This nudges “Looking 
at things from other people’s point of  view.”)

 – Midway through a tough project, you might ask team mem-
bers to go around the room and pick out a special contribu-
tion each person is making. (This nudges “Recognizing and 
celebrating the success of  others.”)

Following up a team discussion on a one-to-one basis gives you an im-
portant opportunity to personalize your approach with each person. 
It will also encourage your team member to take a bigger part in their 
feedback conversations with you. Useful areas to explore are:

 ● Why feedback matters Anyone not used to talking about how to 
handle feedback may be uncomfortable at first, so begin by ex-
plaining the benefits. Cover why it’s helpful to know where they 
make their best contributions and how they will gain from sugges-
tions about where to do things differently. 

 ● How to ask for feedback Discuss how often you will catch up to-
gether, as well as who else might be a good source of  feedback. 
Because colleagues can become overwhelmed if  they receive too 
many requests—one senior executive showed me an inbox with 24 
pending “invitations” to give feedback—a good solution is to use 
just two questions to keep the request focused:
What’s one thing I do well / is helpful for you?
What one thing could I change / do more of ?

A strong feedback relationship with each person
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WHAT creates a great feedback culture

 ● What effective feedback looks like Like food, people have different 
preferences for how they like feedback to be served. Some like 
a brainstorm approach; others like time to think it through for 
themselves. Some prefer it straight and direct, others more sup-
portive and sympathetic. Some focus on concrete results, others 
on supporting their colleagues. These and other preferences may 
become evident as you work with people, but it’s often quicker to 
ask a few targeted questions, such as:
 “When feedback works well for you, what does that look like?”
 “What type of  achievements do you prefer to be given recognition for?”
 “When things have not gone to plan, what approach works best for you?”

 ● How to give feedback Finally, emphasize that you also welcome 
feedback about anything you can do to help your team member 
be more effective. 

How to facilitate positive feedback 
conversations

So, going back to the question at the start, why is it difficult to get 
this conversation right? The main reason is because positive feedback 
is about more than just “well done,” positive though that is. Real 
growth comes when people understand the meaning and significance 
of  what they’re doing well, why their capabilities and actions mat-

Help people to understand where their skills might lead…
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ter, and see how they might apply that knowledge for the benefit of  
their team, organization, and, potentially, their career. This requires a 
more in-depth conversation.

A second reason these discussions aren’t easy is because people are 
often unsure what’s expected from them in terms of  their contribu-
tion to the conversation. In almost every instance I’ve observed, they 
tend to smile hesitantly and—if  there’s no following “but…” —just 
say, “Thanks!” This means no insights and, unfortunately, no fol-
low-up actions.

Here are just a few of  the times when a more in-depth conversation 
will be valuable. If  you look around your team:
● Who’s learning something new? A little encouragement can make a

huge difference to anyone grappling with an unfamiliar task. Spot
where they’ve made progress or put in extra effort.

● Who’s excelling in a particular area? If  one of  your people is already
expert in a task, might they relish the chance to take it to the next
level?

● Who’s your top performer? It’s often assumed that high performance
speaks for itself, but this creates the danger that your best people
will feel ignored.

● Who’s struggling? Low performers need to feel they have some-
thing of  value, too, or a lack of  self-worth can become a down-
ward spiral. Pointing out their accomplishments, even when these
are modest, can help them to renew their efforts.

● Who has put in some extra effort recently? This week, if  not today,
you’ll have team members who’ve made a special effort in some
way. A positive feedback conversation will give them a huge mo-
rale boost. Better still, it will help them see the link between cause
and effect. Watch what happens. As soon as people know which
capabilities are valued, they immediately use them more often.

Preparation
Once you’ve identified a great opportunity to give positive feedback, 
take care of  a few simple logistics:

When more than just “Great work!” is important
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HOW to facilitate positive feedback conversations

 ● Choose a convenient moment You’ll probably need around ten to 
fifteen minutes.

 ● Find a quiet place to talk All these conversations are better held in 
private. That way, people can explore the importance of  their feed-
back without feeling self-conscious in front of  others. 

 ● Take a look at the structure The more familiar you are with how to 
guide the discussion, the more confident you’re likely to feel.

In a workshop for a Hong Kong government department a few years 
ago, I was asked to demonstrate how to handle a particularly difficult 
feedback conversation. Sitting in the hot seat, I realized that not hav-
ing a framework for the discussion is like being without a map: you 
may be moving, but you’re not entirely sure it’s in the right direction. 
Over the next few years I observed as closely as possible what worked 
and what didn’t in every conversation, particularly from the view-
point of  the feedback receiver. It became clear that a structure needed 
to help the receiver do five things, and that these worked in sequence:

 ● Understand the wider context A piece of  feedback is like a free-float-
ing fragment of  information. Putting it into the wider context an-
chors that fragment, helping people to see how important it is and 
how it fits into their overall performance. 

 ● Explore examples It’s not always easy for people to see where feed-
back has come from. Concrete examples are a vital way to illus-
trate the situation clearly.

 ● Diagnose underlying causes People need to understand why they are 
where they are. Helping them to make connections between cause 
and effect develops crucial insights, insights that can make all the 
difference to the actions they choose.

 ● Decide what action to take Most importantly of  all, feedback needs 
to help people decide what to do next in the light of  the feedback. 
The more they decide these actions for themselves, the better their 
sense of  ownership.

 ● Review at a later time Last but not least, people judge the impor-
tance of  the conversation by whether it’s followed up. Without 
that, as the saying goes, did the conversation ever really happen? 

How to structure positive feedback using CEDAR
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The resulting five steps form the acronym CEDAR, which stands for
Context, Examples, Diagnosis, Action, and Review. It will guide you
safely through both positive and developmental feedback conversa-
tions, as well as many of  the tough conversations covered in Part II.

Here’s how to use the steps to lead your positive feedback conversa-
tions in a way that gets real value from the discussion:

To anchor the feedback within the bigger picture:
● Explain upfront that the conversation is about something the team

member has done well If  you have initiated the conversation (which 
is likely with positive feedback), they’ll probably think they’ve 
done something wrong. Reassure them quickly.

● Use words that reflect the right level of appreciation Your language
needs to match the level of  impact for two reasons: it needs to be
genuine and it shouldn’t overstate/understate the case. Say some-
thing like:
“It would be great to spend a few minutes looking at your work in [X]. It’s 
getting fantastic/strong/useful results and making a crucial/valuable/
constructive contribution to our unit. It’s not only a very important target 
for us, but it also affects [X].”

● Help them to understand the significance of the feedback Explain
whether it’s about something day-to-day or major. For example,
what was the level of  impact? Who was affected?

● Explore their perspective Ask for their thoughts. However, people
rarely contribute much at this stage because they’re still waiting

The CEDAR™
Feedback Model

Context

Examples

Diagnosis

Action

Review

Context
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for the “but…” No worries if  this is the case, just move on to the 
examples.

To illustrate the feedback clearly: 
● Lead first with your observations Your aim in most feedback discus-

sions is to encourage each team member to lead the conversation as 
much as possible, but positive feedback is far more powerful if  you
give the examples first, rather than asking them what they did well.

● Ask for their examples Now you’ve set the scene, the person will be
more relaxed about adding their own instances and illustrations.
You’re also likely to see this reflected in their body language as
their shoulders drop and they allow themselves to breathe out.

● Emphasize their effort as much as their results Help people to see the
importance of  perseverance and determination. Say something
like:
“Your hard work in [X and Y] made a huge difference. You really kept
going even though you were faced with a lot of  obstacles.”

To develop insight: 
● Explore how they achieved these results Each outcome is the result

of  both the wider situation and the team member’s own capabil-
ities:
– Begin by analyzing any “trade winds” that created favorable

conditions such as having a great team, a big budget, or a large
number of  ready customers.

– Next, carefully explore the direct link between their specific
skills and actions and the outcomes achieved. What exactly did
they do that was so effective? Ask something like:
 “Sitting back and looking at this analytically, what skills/capabilities 
did you use in this task?”
 “What effort did this need?”
 “Why did that work for you?”

● Be patient Insights take time and people will almost certainly need
a moment to think things through. In addition, although diagnos-
ing cause and effect when things have gone wrong may be familiar,
that same action can feel strange in an area that’s gone well. It’s a

Examples

Diagnosis
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crucial part of  the value, however, especially when people reflect 
for themselves.

 
To explore how to leverage their capabilities further:
● Ask what actions might be useful As the saying goes, “Once they’ve

nailed it, then scale it.” Talk through where there might be
 opportunities to use their capabilities and build their expertise fur-
ther. This may be in similar situations, but it’s surprising how often
 people will suggest other possibilities. Say, for example, you’ve been 
discussing their superb work in gathering information for a client
report. Is there any way they can use the same capabilities in a new
area? Or buddy up and show a colleague how it’s done? Or maybe
learn to write the report itself ? Ask something like:
“Where else might you be able to use these skills?”
“How might you build on these skills even further?”
“How can I help you with this?”

● Provide your support New actions may need some help from you.
This will depend on the situation, but might involve, for example,
delegating a task they would like to take on, introducing them to a
new area of  work, or giving them additional autonomy.

● Encourage them to notice opportunities in the future Follow-up ac-
tions aren’t always possible, but even if  nothing comes to mind,
the thought will have been planted. They’ll then be more likely to
recognize openings when these do crop up.

To follow up during the conversation:
● Ask when it will be best to review progress together Set a date to

touch base over the next few weeks to keep up momentum. Your
encouragement will energize people and create an expectation for
deliberate practice. Ask something like:
“When shall we next touch base about this?”
“What help can I give in the meantime?”

And to follow up after the conversation:
● Provide opportunities for people to practice Repetition will help

strengths to become habits. It’s the reason why a sportsperson will

Action

Review
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HOW to facilitate positive feedback conversations

practice a shot over and over. Sam Snead, one of  the world’s great-
est golfers, put this simply when he said, “Practice puts brains in 
your muscles.”

● Be ready with any support that your team member needs This will de-
pend on the plan.

“How do I stop positive feedback sounding like ‘blah, blah, blah’?”
A great question posed to me by a workshop participant in Bulgaria, 
where staff  tend to listen respectfully without comment. A one-sided 
conversation can quickly start to sound inauthentic. Here are three 
critical ways to avoid this: 
– Give specific examples of  the person’s impact on results.
– Help them to develop genuine insights about the value of  their

strengths.
– Show how understanding what they’re good at can help them

choose their best career direction.

Most feedback conversations involve talking through a specific task. 
This means they usually cover a mix of  things that have gone well 
and things that have been more challenging. Occasionally, however, 
try to hold a conversation about what the person has done well with 
no “but…”

A final thought
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One-page conversation summary 

Why Understanding the meaning and significance of  their strengths and achievements 
helps people to see how they add value. It also gives them an opportunity to 
explore how to leverage those capabilities to maximum effect.

What Set up a strong feedback culture across your team and with each person.

How Use the CEDAR steps to lead the discussion.

Help each person to understand the 
significance of  the feedback and how it fits 
into their overall performance. Positive 
feedback is more powerful if  you lead first.

The impact (on others / the task) 
was…
This is valuable because…
What is your perspective?

Use specific examples to illustrate the 
context. There may be one big example or 
two or three smaller ones. Give recognition 
for effort as well as results.

Two great examples I’ve seen are…
You made special effort in…

Help each person to understand why they 
are where they are. Exploring cause and 
effect is an essential way to help people 
develop insights.

What were the reasons it went well?
What wider factors might have 
contributed?
What personal capabilities or skills did 
you use?

Ask what actions they want to take to build 
further on their capabilities or use them 
more widely. Add your suggestions where 
helpful, just don’t give these too early.

How might you use these abilities 
elsewhere?
How can I help you?

Decide how best to follow up together. 
Help each person to practice further. 
Support with resources or coaching where 
appropriate.

When should we follow up next?

Review

Action

Context

Examples

Diagnosis
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Additional resources 
The following resources can be downloaded at 
www.oilintheengine.com/resources

 ● Positive Feedback Conversation Guide for  
managers 

 ● Positive Feedback Conversation Guide for team  
members

Suggested further reading 
How NASA Builds Teams: Mission Critical Soft Skills for Scientists, 
Engineers, and Project Teams by Charles J. Pellerin, John Wiley & Sons, 
2009. Describes the teambuilding approach used in NASA, together 
with entertaining stories from the author’s time as NASA’s director for 
astrophysics.

Now Discover Your Strengths by Marcus Buckingham and Donald 
O. Clifton, Gallup Press, 2005. Practical tools, insights, and examples 
to help you create a strengths-based team culture and bring out the 
strengths of  each person.

Legacy: What the All Blacks Can Teach Us About the Business of  Life by 
James Kerr, Constable & Robinson, 2013. Fifteen powerful lessons 
from one of  the world’s greatest teams, with stories to match.

Managing Cultural Differences: Global Leadership for the 21st Century by 
Neil R. Abramson and Robert T. Moran, Routledge, 2017. Textbook 
providing practical advice on how to gain competitive advantage through 
effective cross-cultural management. 

Chapter 7: Your Positive Feedback Conversations
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What this chapter will help you to do

Developmental feedback helps us to know how best to grow our 
competence. This is vital information. Yet the prospect of  talking 
through an area for improvement can feel intimidating, for you and 
your people.

It doesn’t need to be that way. 
If  you manage your stress, follow the CEDAR structure, and choose 

your words carefully, every conversation can lead to a constructive 
outcome. 

Chapter 8: Your Developmental Feedback Conversations
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Why developmental feedback matters
“Before you tell me how to do it better, before you lay out your big plans 
for changing, fixing, and improving me, before you teach me how to pick 

myself  up and dust myself  off  so that I can be shiny and successful—know 
this: I’ve heard it all before. I’ve been graded, rated, and ranked. Coached, 
screened, and scored. I’ve been picked first, picked last, and not picked at 

all. And that was just kindergarten.”
—Douglas Stone and Sheila Heen, Thanks for the Feedback

We all learn from very early on how it feels to receive feedback, espe-
cially when it’s about an area we need to improve. Even though we 
know it’s valuable, just the thought of  a discussion about our failings 
can lead us to think, “Uh oh, here we go.” So when we become the 
feedback giver, a good starting place is to put ourselves in the shoes 
of  the receiver, to recognize why they might push back. This won’t 
just help us to avoid many of  the pitfalls, but will also help us to give 
feedback in a way that people actually welcome.  

There are several reasons why developmental feedback is often so un-
settling:
● Bad news feels stronger than good news Imagine that this pic-

ture of  faces represents a feedback conversation. If  this was your
feedback, what percentage of  the total impact would you say the
non-smiley face has on you?

Why developmental feedback can feel like a threat
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Across the thousands of  workshop participants I’ve put this 
question to, the answer is invariably more than 10 percent. Occa-
sionally, people say it’s all they can focus on, with the rest of  the 
faces fading into the background. This is because the human brain 
is wired to focus on what’s not working rather than what is work-
ing, shouting at us to pay attention. It doesn’t differentiate whether 
that threat might be to our physical safety or our psychological 
safety. It triggers our fight-or-flight response either way.

Negative feedback can also feel challenging because it forces us 
to put effort into doing something differently and re-engineering 
our performance. That’s exhausting just to think about, let alone 
do, especially if  we don’t think it will make a significant difference 
to our performance. 

 ● The message can feel patronizing Do you have a pretty clear idea of  
how you’re progressing? Most of  us do. It’s like the old farming 
joke where a salesperson is trying to sell the Encyclopedia of  Better 
Farming to a farmer. After listening to a long sales pitch about how 
the book gives advice on everything the farmer could ever need, 
the farmer looks the salesperson in the eye, unimpressed. “I already 
know how to be a better farmer,” he replies. “It’s not the knowing I need, 
it’s the doing.” People don’t mind talking through where they need 
to improve. They just don’t want to be “told.”

 ● Biases are inevitable We often take mental shortcuts based on 
unconscious biases. These are frequently useful, and sometimes 
essential. For example, making a quick judgment by relying on 
our previous experience—known as an expedience bias—helps us 
to cope with the information and decision-making overload we 
would otherwise be faced with each day. But when those quick 
judgments are about a team member’s performance, they can start 
to cause problems, because one person’s opinion is just that: one 
opinion. It’s rarely the full picture. 

Biases can take other forms. We sometimes favor people who 
are similar to us. We tend to pay more attention to those who are 
closer (useful to note if  some of  your team work remotely). And 
we notice poor performance more than we notice good. Whatever 
that potential bias may be, it’s important to avoid it unintentional-
ly creeping into the way we manage. 
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WHY developmental feedback matters

All in all, it’s little wonder that developmental feedback is challeng-
ing. But there’s no escaping it: learning how to help your people build 
their capabilities is one of  your most important responsibilities. 

Developmental feedback can be just as motivating as positive feed-
back when it’s given skillfully. This is because:
 – It gives us the information we need to take our performance to 

the next level.
 – The sooner we know what’s not working, the quicker we can min-

imize its impact.
 – It galvanizes us into action.

That’s why it’s called “developmental.” Not to soften the language or 
duck the fact that it’s about weaknesses. It’s because its purpose is to 
help us to develop, to grow our capabilities. 

Despite these advantages, however, a developmental feedback con-
versation isn’t always the best solution. In some situations, a work-
around action may be your better choice. Here’s a few reasons why:

 ● It may not be their fault Sometimes, shortfalls are down to the fail-
ure of  policies, systems, and processes, not the person. In these 
cases, instead of  holding a feedback discussion, help your team 
member to navigate the obstacle, whatever it is. 

 ● They may not be able to change Sometimes people are what’s called 
“a round peg in a square hole,” meaning that their capabilities 
don’t match the requirements of  their role. If  we’re asking them 
to act in a way that’s not a natural fit for them, they may be able to 
make changes but these are likely to be hard work, and they’ll need 
to be highly motivated. 

Where change is too demanding for them or they’re not inter-
ested in the role, your best action is likely to be to discuss this mis-
match with your team member and then ask your HR team about 
finding a more suitable role.

 ● It may be OK to do nothing Not all criticism has the same value. If  
the problem isn’t a priority, it’s worth asking yourself: What’s the 

Why we all need developmental feedback

When developmental feedback isn’t your best option
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worst that can happen if  it’s ignored? For example, if  one of  your 
best call-center operatives seems to be incapable of  looking smart 
but is brilliant with customers, could that be overlooked? Or if  a 
junior lawyer doesn’t use your drafting style but still gets the legal 
meaning correct, do you need to raise the issue?  

 ● Someone else may be able to do it If  one of  your team is struggling 
with a specific area of  their work despite making every effort to 
improve, you may be able to reassign that area to someone who’s 
a more natural fit. For example, in an estate agency some people 
may enjoy engaging with clients or be great at designing market-
ing materials, while others may have the analytical dexterity need-
ed for administration and evaluations. You may not always have 
a choice, of  course. You’ll also need to make a judgment about 
what’s fair for each person. Even so, readjusting roles can some-
times be a good solution.

“It’s great you know how to use Twitter, Instagram, WeChat, 
WhatsApp, Facebook, Snapchat, LinkedIn... Sometimes, though, 

what your team needs is an old-fashioned face-to-face talk.” 



When developmental feedback isn’t 
your best option
There’s another reason why holding a develop-
mental feedback conversation may not be your 
most effective way forward:

Sometimes it’s better to coach.

When someone makes a mistake specifically 
because they lack knowledge or skill in an area, 
it’s likely that a quick coaching conversation 
will address the issue and do so without creat-
ing any sense of  threat.

For example, think about an area where one 
of  your people may be under performing. Are 
they:
• Missing deadlines because they’re not prior-

itizing effectively?
• Not communicating well enough with their 

juniors?
• Producing work that isn’t up to the standard 

needed?

Whatever it is, try this approach first:
“Let’s fix a time to go through [X area] in a bit more 
depth. It’s a core skill in your work, because it has 
a direct impact on [Y]. But it’s not always easy in 
practice. 

How about spending an hour together looking at 
some of  the most effective approaches and what may 
help? If  that sounds OK, I’ll send you an invite.”
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The stale praise sandwich 
Delivering feedback in a “praise sandwich”—where a piece of  bad 
news is inserted between two pieces of  good news—is based on good 
intentions. Its aim is to make bad news easier to swallow by including 
comments about what’s going well. 

But when you work closely with someone, they often don’t buy 
into this.

They recognize that the real purpose is to let them know what’s not 
going well. This makes the good news sound insincere, and you only 
need to watch their hesitant expression to see that they’re waiting for 
the “but...” To make matters worse, the bad news can be buried so 
deeply that the receiver doesn’t hear it. Whichever way, using posi-
tives to balance out negatives doesn’t do either conversation justice. 

What works better?
Make sure you hold positive feedback conversations whenever 

they’re deserved. This will help your team members to be confident 
in their strengths. They will then be ready to address their perfor-
mance gaps without needing them to be sweetened.

What to prepare before a developmental 
feedback conversation

Developmental feedback conversations need to be based on a strong 
foundation. This means you’ll need to have already done three things: 

 ● Established a relationship based on trust If  your team member be-
lieves you have their best interests at heart, they’ll be much more 
open to hearing and exploring your opinions, even when they don’t 
share those views. In other words, when they see you as being on 
their side, you can say it straight. They’ll also be more ready to talk 
openly about their failings when they’re not worried about that 
information being unjustly used against them. 

 ● Encouraged a growth mindset If  you’ve helped each person to have 
a positive attitude to building their skills, developmental feedback 
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WHAT to prepare before a developmental feedback conversation

Preparing for a developmental feedback conversation

will be seen as less “I’m being set up to fail” and more “This is helping 
me to learn.” (See p.112.) 

 ● Set up a strong feedback culture When developmental feedback is 
seen as something that’s routine and helpful, it may still feel chal-
lenging, but it removes the sense of  threat (see p.162). 

With these in place, you’re set to go.

What words should I use?
There are four words that almost always lead to an unproductive re-
sponse when they are prefaced with “you.” These are Should, Must, 
Ought, Got (SMOG), as in “You should… You must… You ought to… 
You’ve got to…” To avoid this, talk about the task, not the person, and 
keep SMOG under control.

Here are a few more examples of  unhelpful wording together with 
suggested alternatives:

Tempted to say Instead say

“This isn’t good enough. We 
need to talk.”

“This is a crucial area to get right. Let’s take twenty 
minutes to go through what it needs.” 

“You ruined my entire 
weekend.”

“Last month’s data was missing in the report. This 
meant a big effort over the weekend to track it down 
when the office was closed.”

“It was below the 
standard I expect.”

“It’s essential that you log the stock in before it’s  
stored in the warehouse. Otherwise, we don’t know 
what’s available.”

“Your decision-making needs 
serious improvement.”

“It was a serious health and safety risk to allow 
operations to continue in those conditions.”

“I was disappointed by your 
behavior.”

“When you said to the customer, ‘Are you going to 
buy this or not?’ it sounded aggressive.”

So, what’s your single best piece of  preparation? 
Choose your opening words. 
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How you introduce the issue—what you say and how you say it—
will potentially have more impact on the outcome than the rest of  the 
conversation put together. It sets both the aim and the tone, and will 
have an immediate effect on your team member, who’ll be looking for 
the slightest signal about which way the conversation is going to go. 
But it’s also at this precise moment that your communication skills 
are most likely to desert you. Don’t wing it. This isn’t only because 
the best words might not come to you, but stalling until they do will 
make matters worse. Even those team members who prefer a gentler, 
less direct approach to feedback will end up wishing you’d simply get 
to the point.

The higher the stakes, the more you need to be prepared. You don’t 
need to be script-perfect. In fact, it’s better if  you’re not, because then 
you’ll sound more authentic and sincere. But you do need to be ready 
with a sentence or two that opens the conversation calmly and con-
structively. 

Your next best piece of  preparation? 
Manage your stress. 
Feeling apprehensive is completely natural. So much so that a re-

cent study showed that the heart rate of  those about to give feedback 
spiked just as high as those about to receive it. Here are a few tips to 
keep in mind:

 ● Recap the CEDAR structure Knowing how to navigate your way 
through the conversation—where you are and where you’re go-
ing—will help you feel calmer and more confident. 
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WHAT to prepare before a developmental feedback conversation

 ● Keep the purpose in mind Remember your aim is a positive one, 
to help your team member to be their best. It’s not to “punish” 
anyone, otherwise people will quickly learn to stick to the safe 
route, stifling creativity and good tries. It’s like the Unilever advert 
for Persil soap powder that ran a few years ago, “Dirt is Good.” 
It reminded parents that mud-spattered clothes were a sign that 
their child was engaged in outdoor play, a vital part of  their de-
velopment. In a similar way, if  you don’t leave room for people to 
make some mistakes—which might need to be cleaned up now 
and again—they aren’t going to come up with anything original. 
(This assumes, of  course, that the mistake is not the result of  a 
poor attitude or behavior—we’ll cover this in Part II.)

 ● Don’t “own” the conversation Your role is not to solve the problem 
or do the thinking for people. It’s to help them develop their own 
insights so that they can make more informed choices about what 
action they wish to take.  

The core purpose of feedback is to facilitate insight so that the receiver 
can make more informed choices about what action to take.

 ● Manage any tendency to catastrophize When things go wrong, we 
often assume the worst. We think, “He’s late because he doesn’t care 
about the team,” or, “She didn’t complete the report because she’s not in-
terested in this job.” This is completely natural, but if  you open with 
an accusation, it’s going to raise your team member’s hackles. It’s 
also likely to raise your own anxiety levels unnecessarily because 
we start to look for signs that we’re right and ignore anything that 
disproves our assumptions, a bias known as the “confirmation bias.”

Instead, work hard at making your first reaction one of  assum-
ing your staff  have good intentions and have done their best. If  it 
turns out that they haven’t done their best, it’s easy to have another 
conversation, as we’ll explore in Part II, but its far harder to recover 
trust if  you’ve gone in too heavy-handed at the start. 

 ● Privately let off steam We’re all human. Sometimes we just need 
to vent our feelings. There’s even a special term for the emotional 
release this leads to: “lalochezia.” While definitely not recommend-
ing cursing, expressing frustrations out loud can also help us to 
begin to think experience through. If  you need to let off  steam, 
find someone you trust to keep the matter totally confidential—or 
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talk to yourself. It may trigger some helpful ideas.
There’s more guidance on how to manage your stress on page 269.

Once you’re ready: 
 ● Choose the best time to talk As a general rule, performance issues 

should be discussed as soon as practicable, within days and some-
times hours. The timing will depend partly on the importance of  
the situation, and partly on your team member’s preferences. In 
some instances, they may seek an immediate debrief; other times 
they may prefer to process what happened first. Ask them to let 
you know when they’re ready to talk it through ( just don’t let it 
slip for too long).

 ● Choose where to talk Always hold the discussion where others can’t 
overhear. If  you have your own office, think about changing the 
power dynamic by using a meeting room instead. For less serious 
issues you could simply tag the conversation onto the end of  a 
discussion about something else.

In rare cases, people may not want to talk at all. In this situa-
tion, it will be important to find out why that is. Use a few simple 
questions, such as, “[X] is an important part of  your role. It would be 
very useful to talk through how it’s going. Is there a reason you haven’t 
arranged for us to have a catch-up?” Their response will help you to 
know what to do next.

 ● Plan your body language Your team member will pick up most of  
how you feel about the discussion from your non-verbal signals. Be 
ready to have a relaxed posture and an interested, open expression. 
(You may want to check that expression in the mirror when you’re 
next cleaning your teeth!) What we think is our neutral “resting 
face” almost always comes across as cool, even frosty. Managers 
often forget how scary they can seem.

Your actual expression… How you think you look… How other people see you…
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How to facilitate developmental  
feedback conversations

There are a number of  important dynamics to leading a great 
 developmental feedback conversation. Here’s how Bridie Mann, an 
ex-colleague of  mine and now senior digital delivery officer at the 
National Disability Insurance Agency in Melbourne, Australia, sum-
marized them:

“If I was receiving negative feedback, I would prefer my manager to 
start the conversation openly and honestly—to say upfront what we 
will be talking about. 

I would also expect the conversation to be balanced. If you want 
to manage people well and expect them to do better, you need to 
throw in some positives and talk about the path for improvement. 
This is not as something I have to ‘do,’ but as a journey for myself 
and my  manager. They should be willing to help and not let me feel 
like I am alone.”

This reflects many people’s preferred approach, possibly including 
your own. Good people aren’t worried about hearing where they 
need to improve. They just want you to guide the conversation in 
a way that’s supportive and unthreatening. Then, even though the 
news may be disappointing, they’ll be ready to take any disappoint-
ment on the chin and make changes. 

So, what do you need to say?

As with positive feedback, follow the CEDAR steps to guide the con-
versation. 

C Context

E Examples

D Diagnosis

A Action

R Review

How to structure developmental feedback using CEDAR
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Open by helping your team member understand the feedback and 
how it fits into their overall performance. 

 ● Introduce the topic Managers often ask whether they should begin 
the conversation with small talk. The answer depends on the seri-
ousness of  the issue and the approach the team member prefers. 
 – With a significant concern, a chat can just prolong the anxiety 

and come across as insincere. 
 – If  the issue isn’t too serious and relaxed chat is part of  your day-

to-day style, then be natural and do whatever you usually do. 
But if  this is not your normal style, then avoid scaring the living 
daylights out of  your team member by suddenly asking how 
their family is doing.

 – Get to know whether each team member prefers the message 
to be delivered straight from the hip or more gently.

Whichever works best, welcome your team member warmly, give 
them time to settle and draw breath, then raise the topic.

 ● Explain the impact Check that they understand the importance of  
the feedback, including any impact on the team, the unit, or cus-
tomers. Be careful to reflect the right level of  significance. If  the 
sky is not falling in then make sure your team member knows this. 
Once you introduce the issue, people will often be able to fill in 
much of  the context for themselves. They may say something like, 
“Yes, it was so frustrating. What happened was…” 

 ● Ask for their view Ask what they were hoping to achieve, and com-
pare those original intentions to what actually happened. This will 
help you to understand their side of  the story. To keep as much 
control as possible with the person, ask questions like: “When [X] 
happened, what did you see as the impact (on others / the task)? How 
important is this? What’s your perspective?”

 ● Be supportive In the earlier example, it was suggested that you 
should “throw in some positives.” This is not about sandwiching 
the feedback with praise by randomly talking about other areas 
of  their work that have gone well. It is about showing that you 
trust that they were striving to do their best, reassuring them that 
they’re a valuable team member, and emphasizing their ability to 
handle the issue. 

Context
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Explore enough examples so that they understand the gap between 
their actual performance and what was needed. 

 ● Ask for their examples In most conversations, people will readily 
identify what went wrong for themselves, so avoid leaping in too 
quickly. If  they haven’t had time to think about specific examples 
or don’t know what these are, calmly help them to understand the 
most important where-when-what.

 ● Explore enough examples… but not too many Talk through enough 
specifics to help them see what went wrong but not so many that 
they feel like they’re drinking from a fire hose. This may mean 
exploring a single substantial example or two or three smaller ones 
grouped together. 

 ● Explore the examples in one batch Drip-feeding small examples 
one by one will make your team member feel like they’re play-
ing whack-a-mole: every time they explain away one example, you 
pop up with another one. Collect all the illustrations together into 
a single explanation to help them recognize the full impact right 
away.

 ● Don’t make it about you If  you were affected, work hard to explain 
that in dispassionate terms. It won’t help the emotional tempera-
ture to say, “You’re making my job difficult” or, “I was disappointed by 
your behavior.” The aim is change, not reprisal.

Help your team member to understand the underlying causes. To 
lead the diagnosis:

 ● Explore the impact of the external environment It’s important to ana-
lyze the wider reasons for any underperformance before looking 
at the team member’s own behavior. Few situations are down to 
a single cause. Problems such as a lack of  resources or poor pro-
cesses can make achievement difficult. Most of  all—and toughest 
of  all—take a genuine look at where you might have contributed to 
the situation in some way. 

 ● Explore the impact of their actions Next, ask open questions to en-
courage insights about how their actions may have influenced out-
comes. Making associations in this way can often lead to an “Aha” 
moment. It also gives the team member a greater sense of  control 

Diagnosis

Examples
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over the situation, helping them to see what action to take next.
 ● Listen for what’s below the surface The term “diagnosis” may sound 

as if  you’re on the hunt for hard clinical facts, but often the most 
valuable insights come from exploring the underlying emotions. 
Revealing those emotions is going to require your team member 
to trust you, because feeling embarrassed, guilty, humiliated, or 
ashamed is hard to face up to. One thing’s certain: this trust cannot 
be suddenly hotwired with a, “Hey, you know you can trust me.” 

 ● Be curious and patient Be prepared to tune yourself  to “receive 
mode.” There’s usually a lot to think about during a feedback dis-
cussion and it’s tempting to make quick decisions about the reasons 
behind something. The danger here is that the diagnosis might not 
be accurate, meaning that the resulting action plan probably won’t 
be right either. Ask open questions such as:
“What led up to where you are now?”
“Can you walk me through your thinking?”
“What wider influences were there?”
“Looking at your own actions or capabilities, where do you think these 
might have influenced outcomes?”

 ● Offer your insights where useful Occasionally, your team member 
might not be able to see for themselves why things went wrong. 

Help your team member to understand the underlying causes

“For every hundred people hacking away at the branches of a diseased tree,  

only one will stoop to inspect the roots.”  

—Chinese proverb
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When people are stuck, as long as you’re not jumping in too quick-
ly, do add your thoughts. 

 ● Reflect At the end of  the diagnosis step, take a moment to put to-
gether everything that’s been learned. Stepping back to reflect will 
help you to guide the team member’s actions going forward and—
importantly—make sure that nothing essential gets missed. 

David Pendleton, professor in leadership at Henley Business School, 
co-author of  Leadership: No More Heroes, and someone whom I’ve 
been fortunate to learn from over many years, has summarized the 
causes of  underperformance into five factors. These are listed in 
 Table 8.1, together with suggestions for actions to take. 

The next step is to help your team member look forward and make a 
plan. Remember, this shouldn’t be something they have to “correct” 
but a journey to take with your support.

 ● Ask what actions they want to take Help the team member to think 
through specific situations that may crop up and how they can re-
spond differently next time. Keep this focused on one or two ac-
tions to help them concentrate. If  more actions are required, work 
together to put them in order of  priority. As one is achieved, the 
next can then be addressed.

 ● Ask how you can support them Most plans will need some back-up 
from you, such as coaching, extra information, or simply being 
available when your team member needs advice. If  there are any 
roadblocks getting in their way, let them know what action you 
will take to remove them. Where obstacles can’t be shifted for 
whatever reason, try to reduce their impact as much as possible.

 ● Encourage them to be as concrete and specific as possible The clearer 
the overall plan, the more likely people are to follow it. It can be 
especially helpful to explore the initial steps in more detail to get 
momentum going. 

 ● State any boundaries clearly If  they suggest actions that you can’t 
support, explain why not. For example, people sometimes ask for 
extra colleagues to help out with a particular task, or to delegate 
part of  their work to others. If  this isn’t possible then you’ll need 
to say so. It can feel unsympathetic, but it’s better than making 
promises you can’t keep. 

Action
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 ● Offer suggestions where necessary, but not too soon In some in-
stances, your guidance will be essential. Just don’t offer it too early. 
It can be hard to resist. Managers are trained to be heat-seeking 
solution-finders, to leap in with ideas and resolve problems quickly. 
Giving advice to others can also feel intensely satisfying. But telling 
people what they should do is like back-seat driving. It’s not just 
likely to frustrate your team member, it means that any change 
of  direction and resulting achievement becomes your achievement, 
with no real learning for them. To resist making suggestions too 
early, operate under the assumption that they already have an idea, 
and that you’re just helping them to think it through. 

That’s not to say that your input is never valuable. If  they’re com-
pletely out of  ideas or don’t know what direction to take, do help. 
A great way to make suggestions in these situations is to explore 
possibilities collaboratively by asking “What if ?” questions, as in, 
“I know you are trying to do… What if…?”  In his book Little Bets: How 
Breakthrough Ideas Emerge from Small Discoveries, Peter Sims gives 
the example of  an animator getting feedback on their sketches for 
Toy Story 3. Instead of  criticizing the sketch or saying no, the direc-
tor would build on the starting point by saying something like, “I 
like Woody’s eyes, and what if his eyes rolled left?”

 ● Confirm the plan This step can be especially useful if  you’ve got any 
concerns about your team member’s understanding. But the exact 
question is important. What managers tend to ask is, “Are you clear 
about what you need to do?”  Many team members will want to say 
yes, even if  they’re not clear. Besides, compliance is not commit-
ment. Instead, say, “Let’s summarize our discussion. What are the key 
action points both from your side and mine?” This way you’ll be able to 
sense how motivated they feel while also confirming the plan.

Side note: In more serious cases, or if  the feedback is news to them, 
team members might need a bit of  time to digest the feedback quietly 
first before developing insights or deciding on an action plan. If  so, 
take a break and reschedule the conversation within the next few days.

Plans can too easily slip to the bottom of  a busy in-tray, despite the 
best of  intentions. If  you don’t follow up, it sends a signal that this 

Review
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may not be a priority. So, during the conversation:
 ● Ask your team member when you’ll next check in together Make this 

as concrete as possible by putting a date in your calendar. If  an al-
ternative date is necessary, explain why. If  you have a global team, 
keep in mind any cultural differences that may influence each per-
son’s approach. Many Western countries expect prompt action, 
while many Eastern countries take a more relaxed view.

 ● Show confidence in their ability to move the situation forward Encour-
age your team member to view setbacks and frustrations as part 
of  the learning process rather than the result of  some immutable 
personal flaw. The idea is not to valorize mistakes by holding them 
up as only being a good thing, but to see them as a necessary part 
of  experimentation. 

And after the conversation:
 ● Touch base in the next few days Your ongoing attention will send 

a strong message. A few days after the meeting, take a moment 
to tell your team member that you appreciate the conversation 
you had together and check whether they have any follow-up ques-
tions. This shows your support and also reminds them of  the im-
portance of  completing those actions.  

 ● Provide opportunities to practice Give people opportunities to try 
out any new skills in a safe setting. This is especially important if  
the stakes are high, either for results or for their morale. Then give 
them a second opportunity, and a third, because repetition doesn’t 
just build their competence, it also helps to turn those actions into 
habits.  

 ● Give recognition for progress and “nearly right” actions Rewards mat-
ter. In the days or weeks that follow, notice where they’re making 
an effort and let them know that their hard work is taking them 
in the right direction. Reassurance will make a big difference to 
how motivated they feel, even if  they haven’t yet reached the end 
target.  

 ● If they stumble, help them dust themselves down If  people struggle 
to make changes, get back together and recap the action steps to 
explore where any roadblocks might be. Encourage them to think 
about their end goal and how their efforts will help them. And, of  
course, give your support where helpful.
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 ● Make the wider changes needed to avoid problems reoccurring The 
challenges experienced by one of  your team might also be causing 
problems for others. Making a few changes can sometimes stop a 
problem snowballing into a serious issue.

Adapted from the CLADA model developed by David Pendleton, 1987

Underlying factor Possible actions to take

A learning need 
The need to build greater competence, 
knowledge, experience, or 
understanding.

Potential learning actions include on-
the-job guidance, coaching, training, 
discussions with experienced colleagues, 
work shadowing, self-driven learning, 
involvement in specific assignments, 
reading, and research. (see p.89) 

Low motivation
Caused by factors such as baseline 
needs not being met, feeling stressed, 
or the work offering too few intrinsic 
rewards.

Explore what’s affecting the person. 
Remove as many obstacles as possible and 
discuss which intrinsic motivators they 
would most value being strengthened. 
(See p.138) 

Distractions outside work
Problems outside the professional 
environment can include health issues, 
family concerns, personal relationship 
issues, and financial pressures. The 
need to work from home has also 
created extra issues.

Show compassion for any challenges 
the person faces and explore what 
support might be helpful. Ask your HR 
department for advice; for example,  
flexi-time might be invaluable for 
someone with a family issue. 

A capacity gap 
Either the role is not a good fit 
for the person’s capacity (despite 
comprehensive support) or the 
organization/leadership doesn’t have the 
capacity to support them. In extreme 
cases, people may have ingrained 
behavioral patterns that don’t fit in 
with the values of  the organization.

Talk through what might better suit their 
aptitude or attitude. It may be possible 
to reconfigure their role or move them 
to another position. Ask HR for advice. 
In some cases, you may need to support 
your team member in finding a role 
outside your organization.

Alienation
The person is irretrievably aggrieved, 
e.g. with the organization, manager,  
or their own role. 

Consult with your HR team about what 
to do next. The most likely outcome will 
be for the person to part company as 
amicably as possible with either their role 
or the organization.

Actions to address underperformance

Table 8.1
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A final thought

Help people to picture the future
Neuroscientists suggest that behavioral change is often faster and 
more effective if  people can picture the difference this change can 
make. Three ways to do this are to help them:
 – Visually contrast where they are now compared to where they are 

aiming to be in as much technicolor as possible.
 – Look back at what they did in the past and look forward to what 

they might do differently in the future.
 – Use “if/then” planning, as in “If  I’m in this situation, then I will do 

that.”

You need feedback, too, of  course. But staff  can often feel intimidated 
about asking their boss to do things differently, or, it must be said, to 
give them praise. Either way, this means you’re likely to lose out on 
invaluable learning. 

Help your people develop skills in giving upwards feedback. Teach-
ing a few simple techniques can make sure that you get to hear these 
messages. Tips on how to do this are on the back of  the Develop-
mental Feedback Conversation Guide for team members, available 
for download at www.oilintheengine.com/resources.
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One-page conversation summary
WHY Developmental feedback helps people to recognize where best to grow their 

capabilities further.

WHAT Prepare your opening words to the discussion. 
Manage your stress. Assume good intentions, keep your purpose in mind, and 
don’t “own” the conversation.
Choose the best time and place to talk, and be ready with relaxed body 
language.

HOW Use CEDAR to navigate the conversation. Encourage your team member to lead 
as much of  the conversation as possible.

To explore developmental feedback Say something like

Help the person to understand the 
significance of  the feedback and how it  
fits into their overall performance. 

Ask for their view.

Show you trust their ability to handle  
the issue.

What did you see as the impact  
(on others / the task)?

How important is this?

What’s your perspective?

I’m sure you can handle this.

Use specific examples to illustrate the 
context. This may be one big example or 
two or three smaller ones. 

What happened? 

What did you/others say or do?

Help the person to develop insights about 
why they are where they are. 

Start with wider issues first, then explore 
where their own actions may have 
influenced outcomes.

What wider factors might have 
contributed?

Where might you have contributed?

Ask what actions they want to take. This 
plan needs to be clear and led by the team 
member. Add your suggestions where 
helpful, but don’t give these too early. 

What actions do you want to take 
next?

How can I help you?

Decide how best to follow up together. 
Help the team member to embed new 
behaviors through deliberate practice. 
Support progress with resources or 
coaching where appropriate. 

When should we follow up next?

What steps will you have achieved  
by then?

Here’s how I will help…

Review

Action

Context

Examples

Diagnosis
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Additional resources 
The following guides are available to 
download from 
www.oilintheengine.com/resources

 ● Developmental Feedback Conversation 
Guide for managers 

 ● Developmental Feedback Conversation 
Guide for team members 

Suggested further reading
Thanks for the Feedback by Douglas Stone and Sheila Heen, Penguin, 
2014. A practical guide to understanding why feedback is so valuable 
and how to learn from feedback, whether it’s in the form of  advice, 
evaluations, criticism, or coaching.

The Speed of  Trust: The One Thing That Changes Everything by Stephen 
M.R. Covey with Rebecca R. Merrill, Free Press, 2006. Explores how 
trust functions in relationships and how to establish trust with your team.

No One Understands You and What to Do About It by Heidi Grant 
Halvorson, Harvard Business School Press, 2015. How to close the gap 
between how we see ourselves and how we’re perceived by others.

“Breaking bias updated: The SEEDS Model®” by Matthew D. 
Lieberman, David Rock, Heidi Grant Halvorson, and Christine Cox, 
Neuroleadership Journal, volume 6, November 2015. A paper exploring 
the five core categories of  bias and how to mitigate them.

Little Bets: How Breakthrough Ideas Emerge from Small Discoveries by 
Peter Sims, Simon and Schuster, 2013. How learning from little failures 
and small but significant wins can build into bigger successes.

Chapter 8: Your Developmental Feedback Conversations
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Summary
“There is no magic to achievement. 

It’s really about hard work, choices, and persistence.” 
—Michelle Obama, attorney, former first lady of  the United States

Building the skills you need to be a great manager can seem like a 
daunting task. But mountaineers say that in the end climbing Everest 
comes down to one thing: taking a single step at a time. Here are a 
few steps that may help you to plant a flag on the summit of  this most 
crucial of  mountains:

 ● Print off the conversation guides so that you have a few questions 
ready at hand.

 ● Print off the guides for your team member to help the conversation 
become a partnership, not just one-way.

 ● Watch a video example on the website, because a picture can paint 
a thousand words.

 ● Hold a ‘reboot’ conversation with your team member to kick-start a 
new way of  working together. 

 ● Prepare your opening words to your next tough conversation so that 
you feel more confident the next time you have to tackle a chal-
lenging discussion.

For HR and learning and development specialists
If  you’re an HR or learning and development professional and would 
like to deliver these skills in-house, there are training materials and 
train-the-trainer workshops available to help you develop the skills 
across your organization. Please get in touch for more information.
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Summary

Join the conversation 
One final but important note. While I hope that the skills covered here 
are helpful, you may have your own suggestions to add or thoughts 
about how the content could be developed further. Alternatively, you 
may have a question about a particular conversation you’re facing. 
Either way, do drop me a line; I’d be delighted to hear from you. 

With your involvement, it will be possible to keep improving our 
understanding of  what works and help managers of  the future to 
reach the summit in turn.

Wishing you great conversations.

Contact details

 email: anna@oilintheengine.com 

 phone: +44 1243 376611 (or 01243 376611 if  in the UK)

 website: www.oilintheengine.com

 Twitter: @oilintheengine

 LinkedIn: Oil in the Engine
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